The objectives of the ICOTE are to:

- Provide a senior forum for discussion and exchange of T&E views from Defense and the Industrial Base in a non-attribution environment
- Gain feedback from senior industry representatives and OSD leadership
- Discuss OSD and service policies which affect relationships with industrial suppliers
- Discuss emerging issues / policies in government and industry which affect the readiness and capabilities of U.S. defense system producers
- Cooperate on various projects of mutual benefit to the ICOTE participants
CURRENT NDIA T&E ICOTE PARTICIPANTS

NDIA PARTICIPANTS
Lt Gen Larry Farrell, USAF (Ret) Pres & CEO, NDIA
Sam Campagna; Asst. VP of Operations
James O’Bryon: Chair T&E Division

GOVERNMENT MEMBERS
Dr. Mike Gilmore DOT&E
David Duma DOT&E
Dr. Ernie Seglie DOT&E
Maj Gen Roger Nadeau ATEC/CG
Dr. Jim Streilein ATEC/ TD & Dep Cmdr
Maj Gen Steve Sargeant AFOTEC CC
RDML Dave Dunaway OPTEVFOR
RDML Bill McCarthy, USN ret. , TD
Mr. Chris DiPetto, OSD DT&E
Colonel Dave Reeves MCOTE
Colonel Ron Stephens JITC
M/G David Eichhorn Edwards /CC
Brian Simmons AEC
Dr. Steve Hutchison DISA
Jim Streilein ATEC
Juan Vitali PEO CBD
George Ryan DHS
Larry Leiby, DUSA (T&E)
Amy Markowich, ASN (RDA)
ICOTE
Current Membership

INDUSTRY MEMBERS
Oscar Arroyo Raytheon
Brian See ATK
Jim Ruma General Dynamics Land Sys
Scharad Kumar, GDLS
Rich Schwenk Wyle Labs
Parker Horner EWA
Bill Keegan SAIC
Steve Kimmel Alion
Dennis O’Donoghue, Boeing
Bill Shane Boeing
Doug Pearson Lockheed Martin
Tom Wissink, Lockheed Martin
Jon Neasham, Cubic
Yank Rutherford, Northrop Grumman
Bob Sheehan, Northrop Grumman
Steve Zink, Oshkosh
Ed Garza, SRC
Regis Luther, Navistar Corp
Drexel Smith, Drexel Consulting
Larry Graviss Eagle Engineering
Jim O’Bryon, O’Bryon Group
Roy Perkins, BAE Systems
• **MEETINGS**

The ICOTE will meet at the call of the Chairman and Co Chairman at sites and times convenient to the members.

Minutes of the ICOTE will be provided to all members in the form of Agendas and action items as determined by the Director of OT&E. The ICOTE is encouraged to produce a product.

Topics of interest for consideration by the ICOTE will be solicited from industry and government members.
Themes for 2009 /2010

Integration of DT and OT, test impacts

Inputs to the new 5000.02
Implementation of Section 231 Report
GEID Reliability Standard -0009

Special Subjects

Stand up of Sub Committees:
  ICOTE Space T&E Committee
  Ship Committee
  Agile Software Committee

Lessons Learned from Vehicle Testing
Reliability Working Group
AEC Testing Methodology
Organizational Changes and Policy focus

Guest Speakers